
1  Steering-seat unit 
2  Steering-seat handlebar
3  Screw
4  M4 Allen key x2
5  M5 Allen key x1
6  Footplate

7  Parent push tube
8  Parent push handle
9  Connector tube
10  Finger screws
11  Screw & Nut

Fig.2

Stroller mode- Assembly2

Fig.3

(3) To slide the steering-seat unit into position, press the slide button down. While keeping the slide button 
pressed down, slide the steering-seat unit downwards until it clicks into the locking position. Release the slide 
button.

INSTRUCTIONSPARTS LIST

PLEASE READ THIS MANUAL BEFORE USE

Slide the 
steering-seat unit

Steering-seat
unit

Tube

Footplate

(1) Insert handle to tube then use (M4 Allen key x2) tighten the screw 
and nut as shown in fig.4.

(2) Insert the parent push handle into the connector tube by aligning the 
Alignment block to the hole in the connector tube and sliding it in. Fasten 
using the finger screws provided as shown in fig.5.

(3) Now insert the connector tube into the stearing-seat unit until it clicks 
into the locked position as shown in fig.6. 
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Beginners’ Ride-on mode- Assembly1  

(1) Insert the steering-seat 
handlebar into the top of the 
steering-seat unit. Insert the 
screw into the the hole and 
fasten with the allen key as 
shown in fig.1.
 

(2) Insert the tube 
under the steering-seat 
unit into the hole in the 
front area of the foot-
plate as shown in fig.2.

Ensure that all parts 
are securely clipped 
into position.  

Slide 
button

Press Slide button down

Slide 
button

Connector tube

Parent Push 
Handle

Fig.6

Fig.1

Insert handlebar

Lock steering for ride-on mode

Lock button

Locking/ Unlocking of steering mechanism

Attached the parent push handle to the 
ride-on mode

To assist the beginner rider, the steering mechanism can be 
locked, preventing the scooter from turning.

To lock press the lock button down and slide forward where it 
clips in position.

To unlock press the lock button down again and slide the 
button backwards where it clips in position.

Fig.5

Connector  tube

Insert connect tube

Finger 
screws

Parent 
push

handle

Alignment
Block

20kg Max
40lbs Max

Stage 1 (1-3 yrs) Stage 2 (1-3 yrs) Stage 3 (2+yrs) Stage 4 
(4+yrs)

20kg Max
40lbs Max

50kg Max
110lbs Max

50kg Max
110lbs Max
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Normal scooter mode- Assembly4

Quick 
lock

Parent Push Handle

Spring 
button

Fixing
holes

Insert 
Parent push 
handle

WARNING! 
The alignment screw 
on the handlebar quick 
lock MUST NOT be 
removed. This screw 
aligns the handlebar to 
the front wheel. Alignment Screw

Adult assembly required.

WARNING!
- Age: 1-3 years Maximum weight for ride-on scooter mode: 20kg. 
- Protective equipment should be worn. Not to be used in tra�c or on 

public highway. 
- Lock the steering for ride-on mode. 
- Warning! Ride-on mode is not to be used by children over 36 months 

due to insu�cient strength".

- Age: 2+ years. Maximum weight for beginner scooter mode: 50kg. 
- Protective equipment should be worn. Not to be used in tra�c or on 

public highway. 
- Lock the steering for beginner scooter mode.

- Age: 4+ years. Maximum weight for normal scooter mode: 50kg. 
- Protective equipment should be worn. Not to be used in tra�c or on 

public highway.

- This toy should be used with caution, since skill is required to avoid falls 
or collisions that may cause injury to the user or others. 

- The pull cord and storage bag are a choking hazard. This is only for adult 
use.  They must be removed before allowing a child to play with the 
scooter. 

- Not suitable for children under 36 months. Long cord. Strangulation 
risk.

NOTE: The screw on the height adjustment clamp on the handlebar stem 
must not be taken out. This screw is to align the handlebars with the 
front wheel. If you lose this screw, contact your local store. 
Do not use until the screw has been replaced.

Scooter brake (Fig.8) 
To stop, place foot on rear brake as shown.

Change Wheels:
- To change the wheels, loosen the axle �tting with two
Allen keys and remove the wheels from the axle. (Included)
- Allen key can be used to push the bearings out of the
wheels in order to use them again in the new wheels. 
- Put the bearings into the new wheels with the spacer
sleeve and mount them to the frame with the axle screws. 
- Make sure that the axle has been screwed on tightly before riding.

For the older rider, the assembly instructions are similar to the ‘Beginners Ride-on mode’ but instead of 
using the steering-seat unit, use the parent push handle. 

WARNING! 
Ensure all parts are securely fastened.

Slide 
button

Fig.7

If the steering-seat unit is assembled then (1) Press the release button on the top of the footplate (2) and 
remove the steering-seat unit. (3) If assembled remove Connector tube from Parent push handle. (4) Now insert 
the parent push handle without the connector tube attached to it and push down until it clicks in position. 

1 Press
Release
button

2 Remove 
Steering-seat 
unit

4

Adjusting the handlebar / Parent push handle

(1) To adjust the height of the handlebar 
simply loosen the quick lock. (2) Press the 
spring button in and raise or lower the han-
dlebar to the desired height. The button must 
pop into the fixing hole. 

Beginners scooter mode- Assembly

Fig.8

Step on the rear-brake 
pedal to brake.

Scooter brake 

Slide steering-seat unit

(1) While keeping the slide button pulled 
down, slide the steering-seat unit upwards 
until it clicks into the locking position as 
shown in fig.7.

(2) Let go of the slide button and ensure 
that the steering-seat unit is secure.

WARNING! Before using the scooter,
ensure all parts are securely clipped into position.

Steering-seat 
unit
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